TAXII 1.1 Release Notes
The release notes are organized by specification. Each release note includes a link to the issue that the change intends to fix.

TAXII Overview 1.1
- #13 - Added Query to the TAXII Capabilities Section.

TAXII Services Specification 1.1
- #13 - Added Query.
- #23 – Expanded Message IDs format to conform to URI Formatting rules (was previously required to be an unsigned integer).
- #24 – Added Pause and Resume Subscription Management Actions.
- #25 – Made all Begin Timestamp label fields Exclusive (previously it was a mix of inclusive and exclusive)
- #28 – Added the Destination Feed Name capability
- #30 – Added the Network Error Status Type.
- #32 – Added text to section 4.1.1, Inbox Exchange, clarifying what it means when an Inbox Service receives unsupported content.
- #36 – Fixed two errata items
  (http://taxii.mitre.org/specifications/version1.0/TAXII_Errata_21June2013.pdf)
   o TAXII-Serv-1.0-Err-01
   o TAXII-Serv-1.0-Err-02
- #38 – Added ability to Control Result Type
- #40 – Added Message field to Content Block
- #41 – Added Content Binding ID Subtypes
- #42 – Added Feed Volume property to the Feed Information Response Message
- #43 – Added Data Sets

A number of TAXII Message fields were required and included the text "A special value is provided ... to indicate ...". In practice, this text meant that the field is optional and that the field's absence has a meaning. In order to more clearly state the intent of these fields, they have been marked as not required and the previous text has been replaced with "Absence of this indicates [something]. Affected fields listed below.
  o Manage Feed Subscription Request - Delivery Parameters (and subfields)
  o Manage Feed Subscription Response - Delivery Parameters (and subfields)
  o Poll Request - Exclusive Begin Timestamp Label
  o Poll Request - Inclusive End Timestamp Label
  o Poll Request - Content Binding
  o Poll Response - Exclusive Begin Timestamp Label
  o Inbox Message - Exclusive Begin Timestamp Label
• For all optional fields where the meaning of absence was not specified, specified what that fields absence means.

**TAXII HTTP Protocol Binding 1.0**
This document was not changed in this release of TAXII.

**TAXII XML Message Binding 1.1**

• #13 - Added Query.
• #23 – Expanded Message IDs format to conform to URI Formatting rules (was previously required to be an unsigned integer).
• #24 – Added Pause and Resume Subscription Management Actions.
• #25 – Made all Begin Timestamp label fields Exclusive (previously it was a mix of inclusive and exclusive)
• #28 – Added the Destination Feed Name capability
• #30 – Added the Network Error Status Type.
• #36 – Fixed four errata items (http://taxii.mitre.org/specifications/version1.0/TAXII_Errata_21June2013.pdf)
  o TAXII-XML-1.0-Err-01
  o TAXII-XML-1.0-Err-02
  o TAXII-XML-1.0-Err-03
  o TAXII-XML-1.0-Err-04
• #38 – Added ability to Control Result Type
• #40 – Added Message field to Content Block
• #41 – Added Content Binding ID Subtypes
• #42 – Added Feed Volume property to the Feed Information Response Message
• #43 – Added Data Sets

**TAXII XML Schema**
The TAXII XML Schema has been updated to reflect the TAXII XML Message Binding 1.1.